The relexa hotel Frankfurt/Main is accessible easily from the highway A 661, exit "Heddernheim". Follow the road "Marie-Curie-Straße" approx. 600 m and turn left into "Lurgiallee". The cross "Offenbacher Kreuz" in the southeast connects the highway A3 (Cologne/Munich) with the highway A5 (Basel/Kassel) at the cross "Bad Homburger Kreuz".

From the South (Basel / Karlsruhe), drive at "Nordwestkreuz" on the highway A66/Miquelallee direction Frankfurt/Miquelallee.

Exit the highway at the TV tower, direction Ginnheim. Follow the 4-lane road "Rosa-Luxemburg-Straße" towards Bad Homburg until the exit Mertonviertel. This takes you to the road "Marie-Curie-Straße", now turn right at the first traffic light into Lurgiallee.

Coming from the west (Wiesbaden / Rheingau) and the Rhineland (Cologne / Bonn), use the highway A 66 via the cross "Wiesbadener Kreuz" towards Frankfurt until the exit Mertonviertel. This takes you to the road "Marie-Curie-Straße", now turn right at the first traffic light into Lurgiallee.

The the relexa hotel Frankfurt/Main has an underground parking garage with 72 parking spaces, which is available inexpensively for our hotel guests.

By car

Alternatively, we recommend to arrive with the suburban train and subway. At Frankfurt main station take the suburban train to the station "Frankfurt Hauptwache" (Frankfurt main guard), all lines from Frankfurt main station drive via the main guard, so you can take the first incoming train. At the main guard change into subway U2 direction "Bad-Homburg-Gonzenheim". Alighting station is "Riedwiese/Mertonviertel". Arrived at the station "Riedwiese / Mertonviertel" go over the railway tracks to the road and keep left and thus you reach the street estuary "Lurgiallee/Olof Palme Straße".

At the estuary of "Lurgiallee" go right, and follow the signs to "Merton's", after about 5 minutes walk you are at the hotel.

The journey time in each case is:
Frankfurt main station - Frankfurt "Hauptwache" (main guard) approx. 5 minutes
Frankfurt "Hauptwache" (main guard) - "Riedwiese/Mertonviertel" approx. 17 minutes

Book our Event Ticket with "Deutsche Bahn" (german train) - this allows you travelling for 99 € per person (return journey) across Germany!

...pleasant journey!